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Questions to ask in a nursing leadership interview

By Rose O. Sherman, EdD, RN, FAAN Informal networking with other nurse leaders is a great opportunity to learn and grow. The most effective leaders learn to ask many questions of others but also recognize the importance of developing good questions that lead to better answers. If you get into the habit of having some key questions that you like
to ask, you can grow significantly by being teachable. They can also be great conversation starters particularly when you feel somewhat intimidated when in the presence of an accomplished leader. The following are ten questions to consider adding to your leadership development toolbox: Ten Questions to Ask Other Leaders 1. Was there a
particular person that has had great impact on your career. How did they impact you? 2. What are the major challenges that you currently face in your nursing leadership role? 3. Where do you get your most creative ideas? 4. Keeping staff engaged in their work can be very challenging – how do you do this? 5. What is the best advice that you have
ever received in your professional career? 6. What is the one characteristic that you believe every leader should possess? 7. What is the one behavior or trait that you have seen derail leadership careers? 8. What do you do to ensure your own leadership growth and development? 9. Is their a key skill that all nurse leaders should develop in today’s
environment? 10. What advice do you give to nurses going into a leadership position for the first time? Michael Hyatt, a nationally known leadership expert, urges us to stop worrying about telling our story and spend more time trying to learn from others. Most people really enjoy sharing what they have learned on their own leadership journey. So
go out there and be curious. You will be amazed at what you learn. Read to Lead Hyatt, M. (August 2014 Podcast) Twenty Questions to Ask Other Leaders. © emergingrnleader.com 2015 If you are preparing for a nurse manager interview, you need to be ready for some commonly asked questions. Employers ask these interview questions to know
your skills, qualities, strengths, and more. They help interviewers to determine whether you are the best candidate for the job. Giving wrong answers or inability to answer questions might cost you the job. To help you ace your next interview, here are the frequently asked nurse manager interview questions together with their answers. 1. Tell Us
About Yourself This is often the first interview question. The interviewer wants to hear a summary of your personality, educational attainment, experience, or achievement that relate to this position. Tip #1: Mention your traits, experience, and qualifications Tip #: Prove that you have what the employer is looking for. Sample Answer I’m an energetic
and lively person. I hold a Master’s degree in nursing. I’ve been a nurse manager for the last five years in a busy and modern health facility. My primary focus is the provision of compassionate care to all clients, irrespective of their age or status. Moreover, my excellent time management skills enable me to juggle different patient wellness programs
and workloads simultaneously. I am greatly satisfied when I see patients get well. 2. What Made You Choose Nursing as Your Career? The interviewer asks this question to know your motivation for pursuing nursing and whether you are truly devoted to it. Tip #1: Mention why you got interested in nursing Tip #2: Prove your devotion to nursing
Sample Answer As a child, I was really impressed by how well nurses cared for my grandfather in the hospital. But I developed a great interest in nursing after volunteering at a hospital near my school. The satisfaction I felt after taking care of the sick there made me choose nursing as my career. To date, I get really satisfied to see patients recover
and move on with their lives. 3. Briefly Tell Us What You Know About This Medical Center This question is asked to assess whether you are truly interested in joining the Medical Center. Tip #1: Do some research about the Center before the interview Tip #2: State two or three things you know about it Sample Answer Your Medical Center is famous
for being the leading children’s chemotherapeutic treatment facility in the country. Your mission is to offer the best treatment services in the region. You also provide a good working environment. As a result, I would want to build my career here. 4. Why Should We Hire You? If you are asked this question during your nurse manager interview, the
interviewer wants to know whether you will be an asset if hired. Tip #1: Show the value you will offer based on your characteristics Tip #2: Prove that you will contribute effectively in offering needed solutions Sample Answer I am very passionate and devoted to the nursing profession. Thus, my highest priority will be to make sure that quality
nursing care is offered to patients. I possess good communication and leadership skills that are vital in leading nurses to offer satisfactory nursing care. I have these plans in mind because I want to join this institution and take part in making it a center for quality nursing care. 5. Where Do You See Yourself in Five Years? This question is asked to test
whether you have a career plan and whether you intend to grow in your profession Tip #: Mention your career plan Tip #2: State how you intend to upskill in the future Sample Answer I plan to enroll for a post-graduate degree in nursing next year. I expect to complete the course in five years. I will also get a management certificate to further my
management skills and knowledge on the job. Related Articles: 6. What is Your Style of Management? The interviewer asks this question to know the kind of management style you employ. Tip #1: Describe your management style Tip #2: Prove that you are a good manager Sample Answer I lead by example rather than commanding my subordinates. I
make sure to explain expectations, coach and train nurses, and motivate them to remain productive. I also listen to their needs and concerns and address them accordingly. 7. What Great Challenge Do You Expect to Face? The interviewer asks this question to assess your problem solving abilities. Tip #1: Describe a huge challenge you anticipate in
this role Tip #2: Prove your capability to tackle them effectively Sample Answer As a nurse manager, I anticipate a situation where doctors don’t cooperate with nurses that support them. When that happens, a lot of things can go wrong, from communication breakdown to wrong drug administration. But rest assured that I will handle the challenge
effectively. I will ensure communication channels are up and running at all times. I will also promote an environment where physicians and nurses work together to offer quality services. 8. Which Responsibilities Will You Be Performing Daily? This question is meant to test your familiarity with the duties performed by a nurse manager. Tip #1:
Mention some duties that nurse managers do every day Tip #2: Prove that you are well aware of your daily routine Sample Answer As a nurse manager, I will be adopting and implementing innovative nursing practices to enhance the facility. I will ensure effective support of the nursing staff by counseling, guiding, coaching, and disciplining them.
Other duties will include selecting and recruiting nursing staff, maintaining nursing guidelines by updating procedures and guidelines, identifying service requirements, and managing nursing operations. 9. How Do You Work Under Pressure? Here, the interviewer seeks to assess your ability to work effectively under pressure. Tip #1: Demonstrate
that you can work well under pressure Tip #2: Be clear and provide a direct answer Sample Answer In my current role as a nurse manager, we at times have abrupt surges of patients at the health facility. Since it isn’t right to turn them away, I have developed strategies to handle sudden surges. For example, I make sure to assign more nurses to
units that need more staff. Besides, I prioritize my work and multi-task duties to ensure I meet my targets. 10. What Qualities Does a Nurse Manager Need to Work Effectively? Here, the interviewer wants to assess your knowledge regarding the qualities that nurse managers need to be effective. Tip #1: Mention at least three qualities that can make
you successful in this role Tip #2: Be precise and don’t mull over the answer Sample Answer A nurse manager should possess strong leadership and communication skills. He or she should have multitasking abilities and good time management skills. Moreover, strong analytical and problem solving skills are needed to be effective in this role. 11. If
Conflict Arises At Work, How Do You Deal With It? The interviewer wants to assess whether you’re capable of resolving conflict at work. Tip #1: Describe how you handle conflict at work Tip #2: Prove your conflict resolution abilities Sample Answer If a conflict between two employees or teams arises, I will leverage my conflict resolution techniques
to resolve it. I will listen to each person or team to know the crux of the problem. Then, I will use facts to show who is right or wrong or help them agree on a common ground that benefits everyone. 12. What Action Would You Take If You Have An Uncooperative Doctor? This question is asked to find out how you would handle physicians who don’t
cooperate with nurses. Tip #1: Mention the action you would take to deal with uncooperative doctors Tip #2: Be precise and give a well thought answer Sample Answer I would begin by politely yet firmly asking the uncooperative or rude doctor to mend his ways. If the doctor doesn’t change, I would report him to the appropriate higher office for
further action. 13. What Would You Do If You Had an Underperforming Nurse? This question is aimed at assessing how you would handle a poorly performing nurse. Tip #1: State how you would deal with cases of underperformance Tip #1: Demonstrate that you can help underperforming nurses enhance their skills Sample Answer I would begin by
talking to the nurse to understand the problem. If underperformance is caused by carelessness or complacency, I would issue a warning and make the nurse understand that such acts won’t be tolerated. Otherwise, I would create a performance enhancement program and implement it to help the nurse enhance performance. 14. If You Saw an Office
Staff Misbehaving With Patients, What Action Would You Take? The interviewer asks this question to understand how you would handle misbehaving employees. Tip #1: Describe how you would handle misbehaving employees Tip #2: Provide a clear and direct answer Sample Answer First, I would intervene and ask for an explanation from the staff. I
would then let the employee know that unprofessional acts can’t be tolerated. Next, I would report the worker to the relevant office so that appropriate disciplinary action is taken. 15. What is Your Take on New and Improved Technological Changes Happening in the Health Industry? The interviewer wants to hear whether you consider technological
development as beneficial to the health industry. Tip #1: Describe your take on new technologies Tip #2: Be honest and precise with your response Sample Answer I’m a tech savvy individual who is flexible to technological changes. I stay updated about new technological changes taking place in the health industry. Moreover, I will endeavor to apply
new technologies to enhance nursing processes and operations. 16. Briefly Tell Us Your Experience With Patients in the Past? The interviewer wants to know the challenges you have encountered in the past and how you addressed them. Tip #1: Describe your past experience with patients Tip #2: State how you dealt with the issues you faced Sample
Answer Seven years ago, I was a registered nurse in a health facility where I dealt with different patients every day. Not all were cooperative. Some would refuse to follow dietary restrictions, talk to nurses, or take medicine. I handled such cases by trying to understand their suffering and using a professional and firm approach. 17. What Do You Aim
to Achieve Through This Job? This is another common question in a nurse manager interview. The interviewer seeks to know what you hope to gain from the job. Tip #1: State what you aim to attain Tip #2: Be honest and brief Sample Answer I hope to improve and expand my career opportunities through the experience and skills I’ll acquire as I
execute this role. I also expect to enhance the reputation of nursing care in this institution. Besides, I hope to get a salary. 18. As a Nurse Manager, How Skilled are You in Using a Computer? Nowadays, computers are used everywhere. The interviewer seeks to know your computer skills. Tip #1: Mention any computer course you have completed Tip
#2: State areas you are skilled in and what you can accomplish using a computer Sample Answer I have a certificate in computer application. My course included learning how to use Microsoft Office Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. I can use a computer to manage my work, analyze reports and services, and conduct searches on the internet. 19. What
Motivates You at Work? This question is aimed at assessing where you draw your motivation. Tip #1: Mention what motivates you to continue working productively Tip #2: Be honest and give a direct answer Sample Answer I get inspired when everything works as planned. I also get motivated when I help others and see them succeed. Moreover,
working with the best doctors and nurses offers me great motivation. 20. What is Your Salary Expectation? The interviewer wants to hear whether your salary requirements fit within the employer’s range. Tip #1: Find out the salary paid for the position Tip #2: Avoid giving an exact figure. Instead, give a range Sample Answer Since this job matches
my career goals, I am more focused on performing my roles correctly and as expected than the salary the position yields. However, I expect to be paid within an appropriate range for this job based on my qualification and experience. Conclusion Get well-prepared for your next nurse manager interview by studying these interview questions and
answers. Practicing them before the interview will enable you to make a great impression. The more you familiarize yourself with them, the better you are likely to perform during the interview. Page 2 In this article, we will be sharing some of the questions with answers that you might be asked in your interview as an Overnight Stocker. Being a
thumb rule, career growth for individuals is important and a candidate must remain well prepared for the interviews. So, you have the opportunity to prove the skillset and knowledge you have. 1. Why Are You Interested In This Role? After graduation, I opted to work with a trading and merchandising company and the role of overnight stocker
sounds interesting to me. My education helps me a lot in checking inventory records, unpacking merchandise, and stocking shelves. I feel good if the products passing through my hands are fault free and feel proud when clients are happy and satisfied with my work. 2. What Are The Roles Of An Overnight Stocker? As an overnight stocker, the role
includes checking inventory records, operating a forklift, unpacking merchandise, and stocking shelves. The stocker must be able to lift boxes and containers to store and organize merchandise. The responsibilities are to restock shelves and ensure that the actual inventory matches the records. 3. What Are The Qualities That An Overnight Stocker To
Be Successful? Working in a team means the ability to communicate with associates and customers. He should be able to read, count, and write to accurately complete all documentation he has access to all areas of the store including the sales floor, stock area, and register area. He should have the ability to operate and use all equipment necessary
to perform his/her duties. This also demands physical fitness to having the ability for sitting or standing for long periods, occasional bending, kneeling, stooping, frequent repetitive motions, talking, hearing, visual acuity, and climbing ladders. He should have the ability to move or transfer merchandise throughout the store generally weighing zero to
one hundred pounds. 4. What Major Challenges Did You Face While You Were In Your Last Role? How Did You Improve Yourself? A major challenge is keeping up-to-date stocks and organizing the merchandise according to specifications. Reporting is another challenge so the reports are flawless and meet the requirements. A diligent stocker can help
reduce instances of out-of-stock items by noting when items appear to be in short supply or sold out. The stocker maybe with a handheld computer to scan items while restocking them, giving the store a better idea of what is on its shelves. Together with these tasks, he can also do some light cleaning during their shift. If an item being stocked breaks,
he deals with the mess or contacts someone to clean it. The stocker also helps to clean the stockroom for the next shift. He may recycle or dispose of boxes and other trash. 5. Describe The Daily Routine Of An Overnight Stocker? The Overnight Stocker has to build displays, where necessary he resets, as required according to work plans. He will block
and straighten all shelves and displays under his command shelves; also, he has to replace missing shelf tags and conduct price checks as may be needed. From inventory in charge, he receives and unloads deliveries and stores products in designated areas from time to time. 6. Give A Brief About Your Experience? Since my college days, I loved
working on retail store floors where I was able to maintain inventories and restocked empty shelves. Then as I got expertise in Excel sheets, I could maintain the shelves make data entries, and change figures on my laptop. I use inventory control software which is connected with sales and I get the sales figure which means outgoing inventory that I
have to restock. In my previous job at a large departmental store, I could use their system where the location of certain inventory was also given and I could simply reach the place with stock to do the needful. So, since my graduation in inventory management, I am on my feet running here and there supporting my teammates. 7. What Strategies And
Mindset Are Required For This Role? I need to be accurate with inventory handling all sorts of goodies ranging from sports goods to ladies’ personal things and then stationary to the grocery. I need to see good beautifully restocked items in a perfect line. At times when it comes to clothing, I might dress up a mannequin too and I have to be honest
with him or her that I want that mannequin to thank me and I hear in the back of my mind. I feel sorry when I see price tags removed by unhealthy customers who we call “kings” and when I replace a price tag, the shelf also speaks to me. The same goes true when I am dusting a shelf and refreshing any corner that needed a bit of cleaning. 8. What
Is The Biggest Challenge You Foresee In This Job? Working overnight itself is indeed tricky and a challenge as it does go against our natural sleeping cycle. However, my productivity is based on how well I handle the hours before reporting to work. When I know I am heading to a night shift, I take enough sleep while in the daytime. A few mugs of
coffee during the night are great! The importance of accuracy in the position of an overnight stocker is known to every team member rather accuracy is paramount. There are usually limited people in the night staff, and errors might happen. As an overnight stocker, I make sure that I check stock, deliveries, and inventories many times. 9. How Do You
Remain Motivated At Work? Motivation, for me, is no issue as I take my job like worshipping. I enjoy doing my job and I am still more motivated when I am training a junior or talking to a colleague from another department. Attention to detail is my second nature and when I see things happening correctly and precisely, I feel good about having
achieved my objectives. While handling ceramics and glassware, I need to be extra careful and I feel happy as soon as I finish restocking these items and thank God for completing the job unharmed. 10. What Is The Thumb Rule To Motivation? If you are an overnight stocker, patience and efficiency are true for you. You have to keep yourself and your
team motivated for working at higher productivity each day by aiming for customer satisfaction, enhancing your skills, and efficiently managing time. When work-related priorities are there, be ready to roll up your sleeves and get to work. You should remain and manage a smiling face while greeting a customer on the floor. 11. What Is 10-Feet
Attitude? The rules help in customer service. It demands that as soon as a customer is within ten feet of the customer, you were to smile, make eye contact, greet the customer, and offer assistance. You could be busy doing things does not mean that you ignore your “kings”. Besides this, the “Ten-Foot Attitude” is in place at Walmart that whenever
you come within 10 feet of a customer, you will look him in the eye, greet him and ask him if you can help him. This pledge is good and it was something we have been practicing since I joined my first job. 12. How Organizing Is Important To Overnight Stockers? An overnight stocker spends much of his shift stocking the shelves. The stocker brings
merchandise from the storeroom on a hand truck, forklift, or pallet jack. The stocker puts items in their correct location on the shelves. He compares barcodes to the shelf tag to be certain each item goes in the correct location. Some stores have a policy requiring the stocker to face the merchandise. This means turning items so the labels face the
front. He may have to expand sections where the store has additional products, and shrink sections where stock is low. This way helps the shelves appear full and inviting. 13. Do You Prefer To Using Software For Overnight Restocking? Yes, there is a handful of software designed to help Overnight Stockers. It gives you the location of the goods when
you receive them from the store for stocking. Smart software also advises the price to be displayed on the shelf and the number of items to be stocked in one go. There are instances that the software is connected with sales figures so it can tell you how many items are to be restocked. 14. How Come Cleaning Is Stocker’s Responsibility? Overnight
stockers may do some light cleaning during their shift. If an item breaks, he cleans the mess or contacts someone to clean it. The stocker also organizes and cleans the stockroom for the next shift. He may recycle and dispose-off boxes and other trash. We should not confuse this cleaning with mopping floors and there goes the difference. While there
is a big number of tasks that an overnight stocker needs to perform, his primary duties include handling deliveries, stocking and maintaining shelves, and assisting customers. 15. How Reporting Is Part Of Stocking Requirements? A diligent stocker can help reduce instances of out-of-stock items by noting when items appear to be in short supply or
sold out. The stocker may also use a handheld computer to scan items as he stocks them, giving the store a better idea of what is on its shelves. 16. What Are The Requirements For An Overnight Stocker? The top ten Overnight Stocker soft skills include: Attention to detailCommunication skillsTeamworkNegotiation and persuasion skillsProblem
resolution abilitiesLeadershipOrganizationPerseveranceWorking under pressureConfidence 17. What Are The Traits That You Feel Are An Essential Part Of Your Role? One needs to do thorough work and be polite and humble having an engaging smile but to be specific: Should have the ability to pay particular attention to detail, as this is very
essential to efficiently and effectively manage and maintain the inventoryBasic computer skills, as these may be required in the process of recording items and keeping track of the inventory on a hand-held gadget.Good physical strength and stamina, since an overnight stocker must be able to lift heavy items and also move from one place to another
repeatedlyAt least the completion of a High School program and obtaining a diploma, although a formal education is not a necessary qualification. 18. Share With Us Your Greatest Achievements While doing my previous job at a departmental store night I always remember when I was on the night shift for stocking. By almost midnight, we could feel
heavy showers together with thunder and lightning. I was restocking merchandise when I saw a roof late banged on the floor a few feet away from me. This was followed by rainwater directly hitting the shelves. I called maintenance staff to make repairs and see what possibly can be done. Within an hour or so the hole in the roof was covered with
some sheet to stop water from coming in. Few more colleagues also joined to help us and by store opening time the place looked pretty neat. It was an achievement that I still remember. 19. Do You Accept The Fact That Accidents Do Happen? Yes, no exceptions, you need to learn to accept that accidents do happen. Even the best engineering places
make mistakes during operations. The key is how you may react to make those mistakes and the action you take to avoid making them in the future. Changing your mentality to remain focused and positive, regardless of any issues you are experiencing, can help you to achieve long-term success. My thumb rule is that error happening once is a chance
and it happens the next time it is a crime. 20. What Are The Skills That Make A Successful Overnight Stocker? Briefly, besides what has been discussed, he should have excellent time management skills, as these enable an overnight stocker to carry out his/ her overnight tasks before daytime when the store opens having good decision-making, since
he/she must be able to determine what items to add or exclude from the shelves, as well as how products should be displayed attractively. 21. What Type Of Overnight Stocker Seems To Be Successful? The Overnight Stocker is supposed to work as part of a team so he has to have good communication skills. His physical fitness and strength to lift and
operate heavy merchandise are important. He needs to have excellent hand-eye coordination. He should also have the basic knowledge of working on machines with the ability to create and Interpret inventory documentation. Since he might work among customers too, his interpersonal skills and pleasant personality are a must. 22. What Are The
Skills That Make An Overnight Stocker Successful? To be a successful general assembler, you need to pay attention to detail and maintain focus while carrying out the same tasks repeatedly. Some jobs may demand physical soundness and require you to stand for long periods or to lift components. Other projects might require some manual skill with
the ability to move quickly to put merchandise in position. You must also be able to read inventory prints and effectively communicate with other members of your team. 23. Describe An Event When You Failed In This Role And What Lesson You Learned? One evening, I had done the job of finishing restocked shelving. The manager made a surprise
visit asking me about some items that I had not heard about. He was concerned as some important people were expected any time to visit. I was sure that the manager is not aware of the facts. However, I excused myself to get more information. I contacted inventory staff and they told me that those items still need bar codes. The manager turned
more than serious and I asked inventory staff to allot some temporary bar codes to fill the shelf which he did. The manager was happy that we do this in an emergency. 24. How Come This Job Matters In Business? A departmental store cannot function without dedicated Overnight Stockers. It’s up to you to keep everything up and running, so
customers can get in, get out on the road quickly and conveniently with heavy buying. So, this job seems to be the backbone of retailing. 25. How Would You Advise Your Juniors? I urge them to always keep something to jot their ideas down on their person. You never know when inspiration happens to strike! I also use my iPhone to record any
random ideas that might happen. Always keep your phone or scrapbook with you to collect random thoughts and musings as they happen. Often these golden nuggets can flourish into some of your best work yet. Conclusion The above questions will help ace your interview! Remember, an Overnight Stocker needs to have good interpersonal skills!
Overall, this is a challenging job that asks for the presence of mind and to work on details. If you are passionate about organization, prioritizing the workload, and being ready for multitasking, this position is for you! Do wear a nice dress for your interview and do it with a smile! Good luck.
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